
 TOPIC 1 TOPIC 2 TOPIC 3 TOPIC 4 
Year 3 Content 

(Beginning 
to learn…) 

Getting started 
Greetings/farewells 
Ask and answer question: 
name/feelings 
Numbers 1-11 
colours 

Calendar and celebrations 
Colours 
Commands in class 
Days of the week 
Months of the year 

Animals I like and don’t like 
Animal nouns (pets) 
What is it?  
My favourite animal is… 
STORY-Animals I see when I 
walk to school 

Going on a Picnic 
Food and drink nouns for 
picnic 
STORY- Going on a picnic 

Grammar Intonation when asking 
question 

Intonation when asking 
question 

Identify a noun 
Aware of plural nouns 
Nouns using indefinite 
article (un/une) 

Polite requests 
Singular and plural nouns 
Asking a question accurately 

Phonics Silent letters ç/é/h  
Sound spelling oi/ix/eu/ou 

Silent letters e 
Pronunciation i  
Sound spelling ou/di/eux/ez 

Silent letters t/s 
Pronunciation é  
Sound spelling 
ou/in/oi/est/eau/qui/ch 

Silent letters e/s/t/h  
Sound spelling ch/j’h/ais/où 

culture European Day of Languages 
French flag/French 
landmarks 

Christmas Easter Map and places in France 

     

Year 4 Content 
(Revisit and 
develop…) 

Welcome to School 
Recall personal information 
questions and answers 
Recall 0-11 and some 
classroom instructions 
Say and read numbers up to 
20 
Recall days and months 
Names of areas/rooms in 
school 
Classroom item nouns 
 
 

Family tree and faces 
Family member nouns 
Recall personal information 
Parts of the face nouns 
Simple sentences to 
describe the face 
Create an alien face 

Face and body parts 
Revisit face part nouns 
Body part nouns 
Movement commands 
Use of ‘I have’ with 
descriptions.  
Generate simple sentence 
descriptions  

Feeling unwell 
Jungle animals 
Recall body part nouns 
Explaining how something 
hurts 
Ask, ‘What is wrong?’ 
At the doctors’ roleplay 
Jungle animal nouns 
Adjectives of colour and size 
to describe animal nouns  
STORY – Walking through 
the Jungle 



POEM – Jungle animal 
explorers 

grammar Masculine and feminine 
nouns 

Masculine and feminine 
nouns, singular and plural 
Explore plural nouns with 
adjectives in French 
Practise/use first person 
singular of verbs avoir and 
être 
Practise asking a question 

Practise French verbs as 
commands 
Explore use of singular and 
plural nouns 
Practise using colours as 
adjectives with nouns in 
French 

Revisit intonation when 
asking a question 
Using size and colour 
adjectives to describe a 
noun 

phonics Silent letters t/p 
Pronunciation of letters 
x/é/h  
Sound spelling 
z/ngt/ze/ez/on 

Silent letters t/s 
Pronunciation é/è/ç  
Sound spelling 
an/ille/oi/qui/suis/ai/eux 
/ez 

Silent letters t/s/x 
Pronunciation é  
Sound spelling 
ez/eux/eille/ge 

Silent letters t/s/h 
Pronunciation i  
Sound spelling 
en/in/erre/un/oi 

culture European Day of Languages  
School in France 

Epiphany in France   

     

YEAR 5 Content 
(Revisit and 
extend…) 

Talking about us 
School subjects 
Recall personal information-
questions and answers 
Introduce myself and 
another person 
Talk about feelings 
School subjects-likes and 
dislikes 

Healthy eating and going to 
the market 
Nouns for fruit and 
vegetables and extend 
nouns 
Likes/dislikes and 
preferences  
Numbers 0-100 
Weights and quantities  
At the market roleplays 
Recipe instructions 

Clothes, colours and fancy 
dress 
Clothes nouns 
Verb ‘to wear’ in French 
Adjectives of size and colour 
A fancy dress outfit-nouns 
and adjectives 
Sports kit nouns 

At the seaside 
Beach bag item nouns 
Sentence starters 
You can  
+ verbs as infinitives about 
activities at the seaside 
Conjunctions 
Opinions and reasons 

Grammar Conjunctions 
Extended sentences 
Verbs of opinion-1st/2nd 
person singular 

Consolidate understanding 
of masculine and feminine 
nouns, singular and plural 
Commands 

Consolidate understanding 
of masculine and feminine 
nouns, singular and plural 

Consolidate 
position/agreement of 
adjectives with nouns in 
French 



Begin to explore 3rd person 
singular 

Practise question words and 
forming a question in French 

Consolidate position and 
agreement of familiar 
adjectives with nouns in 
French 
Question words 
Present tense conjugation of 
the verb ‘To wear’ in French 

Explore and understand 
sentence structure in 
French: nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, personal 
pronouns 
Conjunctions 
Explore use of modal verb + 
infinitive for persuasive 
sentences 

Phonics Silent letters s/e/d/h/x 
Sound spelling 
us/gué/ai/ei/on/in 

Silent letters s  
Sound Spellings 
gn/oi/gue/in/ai/as/ez /uit 

Silent letters t/s/e 
Pronunciation é  
Sound spelling 
ez/ch/ou/oi/ent/eau/ ail 

Silent letters e/s/t  
Sound spelling 
eau/ait/au/oi/gue 

culture European Day of Languages 
School in France and school 
culture 

Explore fruits and 
vegetables grown in France 

 Map of France and places in 
France to go on holiday 
Beach culture in France 

     

Year 6 Content 
(Revisit and 
enhance…) 

Homes and houses 
House and home nouns 
Adjectives to describe the 
house 
Prepositions of place 
STORY: A spooky Story 

Playing and enjoying sport 
Sports nouns 
Cognates and semi-cognates 
Likes/dislikes and 
preferences 
Opinions about sport 
 

At the funfair and favourite 
things 
Funfair ride nouns 
Likes/dislikes and 
preferences 
Opinions and adjectives for 
rides 
Cognates and semi cognates 
Descriptions of a theme 
park 
Favourite things (with 
familiar language from 
previous topics) 

Café Culture 
Snacks and drinks nouns 
Asking for snacks and drinks 
Euros and recall of numbers 
0-100 
Roleplay: at the café/hotel 
Breakfast foods 
Asking for and 
understanding a simple 
menu 
 

Grammar Consolidate adjectives of 
colour and size-agreement 
and position with nouns 

Identify cognates and semi-
cognates 

Identifying cognates and 
semi-cognates 

Consolidate understanding 
of how to use verbs to 
express likes and dislikes 



Consolidate singular and 
plural nouns 
Prepositions of place 

Use of jouer and faire with 
sports 
Regular present tense 
conjugation of verb ‘jouer’ 
Sentences to express likes 
and dislikes  
Preference with 
conjunctions and opinions  
 

Consolidate use of 
adjectives with nouns in 
French 
Conjunctions to extend 
sentences 
 

Revisiting and extending 
polite requests and 
transactions  
Opinions to express 
like/dislike  

Phonics Silent letters t/x/s/d 
Pronunciation é  
Sound spelling 
ch/on/eau/able/ile 

Silent letters t/s/h  
Sound Spellings 
ans/oo/all/ou/er/isme 

Silent letters t/s/h  
Sound spelling 
ôme/ûche/gne/use/aut 

 

Culture Mondrian’s house and 
furniture 
Houses in France 

Handball in France Theme park in France 
April fool-poisson d’avril 

French café culture  

Separate Year 6 transition 
project 

Complete ‘Read all about it’ 
sheet to take to secondary 
school 

   

 


